
EYES From the hidden moon

#Appearing: 3d4+3

HD: 2+3 

AC: 6 [13]

Attacks: 2 (Elecstaff and special)

DMG:  Elecstaff:  Shoots a  ray of  lightning,  dealing 
2d6 damage. Save to halve. 50% change to jump to 
nearest enemy, 25% from next, 10 %from the last.

Can also be used as a melee weapon, dealing 1d8+1 
dmg. Save versus paralyze for 1d3 rounds. 

Save: F3

Morale: 10 (12 if more than 10 Eyes present.)

Speed: As unencumbered normal human.

Alignment: Lawful (alien)

Immune:  Electricity  in  any  form,  mind  affecting 
spells and effects.

Special:  The  Eye  can  use  any  of  the  following 
powers  once  per  round  in  addition  to  Elecstaff 
attack (choose, or randomize with 1d4):

1. Regenerate: Restores 1d8 HP immediately.

2. Charm person: Save versus charming. Charm lasts  
for 2d3 rounds and the victim is completely under  

The Eye's will. The Eye can posses three victims  
simultaneously.

3. Energy shield: The shield either nullifies all  
physical OR all magical attacks. Duration: 1 round.

4. Devastating ray: Victim must save or loose HP  
equal of one of his Hit Dice.

If The Eye is defeated: The eyeball detaches itself 
from the armor and floats.  The detached Eye can 
still use its special powers as normal.

Stat changes for the detached Eye:

HD: 1, AC: 5, Movement: Normal human halved.

From  The Hidden Moon,  only known by the most 
powerful  seers,  these  creatures  enter  the  Realm 
with their oily, silent vessels. They stand tall, with 
one big eye staring attentively.  Their  exoskeleton 
armor is tough, agile, and rubbery.

They venture the space seeking slaves to do hard 
labor  in  their  home  moon.  To  serve,  to  worship, 
and to mine valuable ores. The Overeye has power 
over every captive creature on the surface of the 
moon. Death, as we understand it, is unknown for 
them.
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